Installation of \texttt{jpt.jar}

If you are using the Metrowerks integrated development environment on a Windows machine, then the Java library \texttt{jpt.jar} should be placed in the folder

\texttt{\textbackslash..\textbackslash Metrowerks\textbackslash CodeWarrior\textbackslash Java\_Support\textbackslash Libraries}

where \texttt{..} represents where you have placed the Metrowerks environment on your machine (often \texttt{C:\Program Files}).

If you are using Metrowerks on a Macintosh or Unix system, then put \texttt{jpt.jar} in the corresponding Metrowerks directory on that system.

If you are using another development environment, then put \texttt{jpt.jar} in the \texttt{CLASSPATH} or in whatever location that environment uses to find its Java libraries.

The Java Power Tools library \texttt{jpt.jar} has been tested in a number of Java development environments (including BlueJ) and has worked in all environments attempted.

Since no code in JPT requires Java 1.4, the \texttt{jpt.jar} library was compiled using Java 1.3. It was tested using both the Java 1.3 and Java 1.4 virtual machines with no problems encountered.